Falafular ProQuencer 1.0 User Manual
What is it anyway? The ProQuencer is a sequencer module that allows you to manually select the active step,
which makes it a programmer as well. See what I did? There is nothing professional about this module,
except for the programming of the arduino code which was done by Timo Rozendal, a good kid.
Thanks for the EXCELLENT work Timo!
The ProQuencer functions much like a Make Noise Pressure Points with plain buttons instead of the pressure
pads, or a Serge SQP Sequencer. The difference is in how the sequencing bit works, plus some other stuff.
The sequencing is taken care of by the arduino nano which opens up a lot of options compared to the logic
chip driven sequencers of old and allows for people to try their own twist on the code.
Highlights of this module are step- and real time recording with up to fifteen sequences stored in Eeprom,
VC pattern selection and a built in Patternizer of sorts (in case you missed that one).
On this model several of the columns can be activated simultaniously, which means you have not four, but 16
steps available because the values of the active pots in a row add up. When sequencing melodies this can get
rather wild and hard to control exact pitches. Therefore an output attenuator is added to each row and if
proper notes is what you are after, using a quantizer is recommended.
This module runs on standard eurorack +12v power and is protected from reverse polarised connection by
diodes. This doesn't mean you don't have to pay attention when connecting it up, things happen.
This is what my ProQuencer looks like:

Plus I indicated what the controls are roughly.

Right, let's ProQuence from the beginning.
You may have figured out by now what the Column activator buttons at the bottom are for. They activate
their corresponding column of pots. Just push some and see what happens.
If a column is active, this is indicated by the small LED at the top of the column, right beneath the Gate/
trigger outputs, not the LEDlit buttons just above the Column activators.
A gate signal will be presented at the Gate/ trig out of an active column, depending on how the AND-gating
with the squarely marked Gate out is set.
AND-gating is set by the small toggle switch just to the right of the Gate/ trig outs. If AND-gating is engaged
(switch to the right), the gate signal generated by an active column will be AND-gated with the Patternizer
light trigger pattern that is presented at the squarely marked Gate out (In REC mode the Patternizer is not
active and a copy of the Clock input is presented at the squarely marked Gate out) AND-gating makes it
possible to use the ProQuencer rhythm sequencing of four seperate voices.
Setting the toggle switch in to the left disengages AND-gating and a gate signal is presented as long as the
respective column is active.
Setting the toggle switch to the middle position mutes the Gate/ trig outputs.
To the POTS! They are what it is all about.
The pots in an active column set the level of the output Control Voltage that is presented at each row's right
hand side. There are three horizontal rows so three different Control Voltages are generated.
More than one column can be active at the same time and when that is the case, the CV levels set by the pots
of the active columns are added up, the sum presented at the mix outputs. Because of this, one can
theoretically have 16 different levels of Control. I must admit that if the pots are cranked up somewhat the
sum hits the roof quick enough, which is why I added output attenuators to the CV outputs. Turning these
down increases the pots “resolution”, making it easier to dial in precise values when using more columns at
once.
Truth be told, the CV output of the rows quickly becomes rather arbitrary anyway on this module, especially
when you have a nice pattern running and start twiddling the pots. It is a bit of a “wiggly” sequencer and
result can be interesting and wild, and sometimes unpredictable.
I find it fun anyway, I hope you do too.
Sequencing, what this module also does and keeps doing so long as you feed it a clock.
If a clock or trigger or gate signal is presented at the Clock in, the sequencer is advanced one step at a time,
meaning that the column to the right of the one previously activated, is now activated. Like any old
sequencer really. It goes 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4 etc like you are used to.
Now if you press the Reverse button, or present gate or trigger signal at its input, the sequencer reverses
direction. There's your basic sequencing then, simple nuff.
CV input 1 accepts external control voltages, which it uses to activate or deactivate the columns.
It works as a four bit analog to digital converter, the columns representing the four bits. The analog inputs of
the arduino accepts 5V input max and the circuitry you soldered on clamps any voltage higher than 5V and
lower that 0V so you don't destroy your module. Nevertheless any CV over 5V can be attenuated down to the
appropriate level so that the entire range of the input CV can be used.
CV input 2 is used to activate the Patternizer divider stages and so create ever changing rhythm patterns at
the squarely marked Gate out.
In REC playback mode it selects which of the 15 patterns it plays back.
With regards to voltage clamping CV input 2 is exactly the same as CV input 1.

google up Falafular Patternizer if it means nothing to you. It is a module I worked on way back when, based on CMOS logic chips. It
took me two years to get it right. When first working on the ProQuencer PCB I ended up with some light up buttons without a
function yet so I programmed the Patternizer functionality in there in two hours. Those two years seemed quite wasted and I really
can't even code!

Patternizer LEDlit buttons are used to switch on or off the divider sections of the Patternizer trigger pattern
sequencer. The dividers divide down the clock input to 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and 1/16.
The dividers combined output add up to a 16/16 division of the input clock train (I know they don't actually
add up to that but I wanted it so I coded it that way).
Disabling dividers in effect mutes their division at the output, making for straightforward yet evolving
trigger patterns when using CV input 2 to control this.
It's pretty fun really.
BUTTONS
The two LEDlit buttons marked rec and skip in the bottom lefthand corner are used to activate different
modes, mostly record- and skipmode.
Skip mode is enabled if the skip button is lit.
When in skip mode, the patternizer buttons act as mute buttons for the corresponding columns, as in when
the skip on the column is activated, this column is skipped in the sequence. In skip mode the patternizer
keeps running but cannot be controlled manually, oh well...
Record playback mode is activated if the rec button is lit. In record playback mode the patternizer buttons
represent the different sequences stored in Eeprom. By pressing a combination of these buttons, a sequence is
called up from memory.
By holding the rec button for a few seconds in record playback mode, one can enter step record mode. The
rec button will start blinking to indicate step record mode is active.
In this mode, you activate one or more columns by pressing their Column activator buttons and store their
status in memory for the current step by pressing rec while holding the Column activator(s). One can also
press rec while holding skip to select no active column for that particular step.
Note that when a note or skip is stored, the lit LED on the patternizer button advances, to make it somewhat
easier to keep track of your pattern length. The maximum pattern length is 64 steps.
Press the rec button to exit step record mode. You are back in record playback mode and the recorded pattern
will start playing at the first clock signal it receives.
By pressing the skip button in record playback mode, you activate real time recording mode.
In this mode you can enter a pattern by tapping the column activator mode in rhythm with tempo, how about
that? You may want to practice this before your gig though.
Maximum pattern length is still 64 steps and if you want to exit the recording you can do so by pressing skip
again. Your recorded patterns will continue playing as you just returned to record playback mode. Cool huh?
And lastly there is the mute/ reset button which mutes the squarely marked gate output and on releasing it
resets your pattern to step one. It also lghts up to indicate the output of the squarely market gate out.
So those are your controls and how to use them. You will figure it out, enjoy doing so!
Cheers, Niels

